[Tumors of the upper excretory urinary tract. A homogeneous series of 108 patients].
In their study of a homogeneous series of 108 patients operated for a transitional cell tumor of the upper urinary tract, the authors emphasize the following points: --every third tumor has several foci, and it is very difficult to make a complete inventory of all tumoral foci before surgery; --the great majority of these tumors are unilateral. Bilateral recurrence following radical unilateral excision is quite exceptional; --low-grade superficial tumors virtually never invade the lymph nodes, and their prognosis is excellent as a rule; --grade III carcinomas area almost always infiltrating and present high risks of lymph node invasion. Lymph node involvement means that the evolution will be lethal in all cases. None of the patients having invaded lymph nodes survived; --metastases appear soon, usually within the first 24 months, but mainly between the 6th and 12th months following surgery; --20% of the patients in this series died of metastases; --the actuarial survival rate after 5 years is 68%.